To whom it may concern,

The condition of country roads in Victoria I don't believe are being maintained to their utmost capacity, it seems that places where people are severely injured or killed, get attention but the majority of roads either contain potholes or an entirely uneven surface that at times is dangerous.

One thing I don't understand is that some country roads are sealed but so rough that travelling at any sustainable speed in almost unthinkable, I hope you can make the roads safer by improving passing lanes, driver education, road surfaces and road safety barriers, we don't need more speed cameras, or more wire barriers that are dangerous to motorcyclists, the evidence is right there, being an avid traveller I am in firm belief that Victoria is slowly working towards having the worst drivers and roads in the country.

It is for just those few things aforementioned that I have to say I don't believe that vicroads are doing an adequate job of maintaining the safety of each and every one of its citizens. This is especially sad in this day in age, when other countries are actually lifting speed limits and improving roads and education we can only get new cameras on the same crappy old roads.

Nathan Johnston